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Summary of Results

Investgaton of plant grotth and phenology, plant and soil nutrient content and plant decompositon rates and
their relatonship tith snot depth.
Plant and soil nutrient content: te have been analyzing data gathered from our experiment, and tritng a
manuscript. Deeper snot enhances soil and plant nutrient content, and thereby forage quality.
We are developing the link betteen nutrients, grotth and indices of greenness, using data from our
experiment and across a spatal scale. Data analysis and interpretaton is currently ongoing.
Groting Season Length studies: te have analysed data collected specifcally focusing on the senescence period
at the end of the groting season. It appears that an earlier snotmelt leads to an earlier senescence in our
studied High Arctc species, and te are torking tith tto manuscripts about this.
Plant decompositon rates: te are carrying out a study as part of a MSc project to investgate decompositon
under difering tinter snot depths and summer temperature conditons. Tea bags tere used as a global
standard for liter bags. They tere planted out in Adventdalen in September 2017 and collected in June and
September 2018. Data analysis and interpretaton is currently ongoing.

We are torking tith scaling up from the plot to landscape scale, using data gleaned over several years of the
experiment. Data analysis and interpretaton is currently ongoing.
Master and PhD-students involved in the project

PhD students Friederike Gehrmann UiT/Uni Helsinki, and Nanna Baggesen UiT.
Masters student UiT Paige Heavyside.
The tork is also part of the career development of post-doc M.A. Mörsdorf.
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Advanced stage of preparaton
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Communicated Results
See publications
Interdisciplinary Cooperation

.emote sensing scientsts, plant ecologists, also soil scientsts, biogeochemists and entomologists.

UiT-NINA-NO.UT-Uni Helsinki- Uni Copenhagen Toyama Uni Japan and NIP. Japan
Budget in accordance to results

Our funding tas used for feld tork expenses and salaries, as in our budget.
Could results from the project be subject for any commercial utilization
No
Conclusions

This project is ongoing but te have made good progress this year in developing methodology for upscaling

from plot to landscape level phenology using remote sensing methodology. In additon, te have published
many papers from the project and made headtay tith preparing net scientfc papers, as tell as contributng
to a PhD thesis and startng a Masters project.

